Application of electron energy loss spectroscopy and electron spectroscopic imaging to aluminum determination in biological tissue.
Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) is a high spatial resolution electron microscopic technique with the potential to quantify elements at the subcellular level. The presence of each element is demonstrated by the electron energy loss edge at the energy characteristic of that element. The area of the edge may indicate the quantity of element present. Electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) is a similar technique generating graphic images of elemental localization in the specimens. An ESI of an aluminum (Al)-loaded rabbit hippocampus showed Al only in pyramidal cell lysosomes, but no EELS edge could be obtained. To determine the sensitivity of EELS for Al and to be able to adjust the instrument to optimal operating conditions, standards containing 50-5000 ppm Al were produced. An Al-chloride: dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 (Al: crown) complex was synthesized. The purity of the complex was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and the percentage of Al in the complex was determined by electrothermal atomic absorption spectroscopy (ETAAS). The complex was introduced into a biological tissue embedding resin (Spurr medium) and appeared to be compatible with the resin at Al concentrations < or = 500 ppm. EELS signals from the Al K edge could be obtained at a spatial resolution of 3.3 nm in a 30-nm thick section from 2.78 x 10(-21) g of Al, representing a sample concentration of 1% Al.